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Yesterday we said goodbye to two more students who
have come for a brief visit with us. Alicia and Rhonda
have been doing some extensive traveling with their
father in recent days and made our home their last stop
before returning to their home in Miami.
Through the girls’ faithful attendance in the Bible study at
FIU, we quickly learned to love these two Syrian
sisters. (You may remember Alicia as the student who
went from being a strong believer in evolution to a now,
vocal believer in the truth of Genesis and God as the

Creator.) We also were privileged to develop a
relationship with some of their brothers and their father,
Albert. Many spiritual discussions were part of this
growing relationship between Mike and Albert. What a
privilege to invest in the life of this unsaved man while we
were in Miami.
When we asked Rhonda this week what God has been
doing in her life, her brown Middle-Eastern eyes sparkled
with delight as she shared how God has been answering
prayer in regard to Albert’s spiritual journey. Though we
are still waiting for God to redeem Albert, we rejoice with
the sisters over the softening of his heart, continual
questions about God, and reception to spiritual matters
taking place in Albert‘s life.
He spent more time visiting with Mike this week and
helped Sharon in the kitchen in his bare feet. Albert was
happy to add flatbread, tomatoes, and cucumbers to the
breakfast of Persian Egg Pie she made for everyone. Will
you join us in continual prayer for the salvation of this
dear Greek/Syrian man?
More pictures of Albert can be found on our web site,
along with those of the vacation Bible school we were able
to serve in this month as well. Mike was asked to teach
the adult class of a well-prayed for and well-prepared VBS
at a small church in Georgia. It was such a privilege to
minister to the parents while their children were being
taught in another part of the church.

It is also a privilege to have you on our prayer team. We
pray that God will give you someone this week with whom
you can share His blessed love.
Because the fields are already white,
Mike and Sharon Keller
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